ff(y)=if(y) if|v|<i, \0 if|v|>l.
We shall assume throughout the remainder of this paper that « > 1. Charles Fefferman [1] has shown that T is not bounded on LP(R") for any p ^ 2. In contrast, Herz [2] showed that if one is concerned only with Lp radial functions, T is bounded on LP(R") if and only if 2«/(« + 1) <p < 2n/(n -1). We shall establish the following result.
Theorem. T is not weakly bounded on Lp(Rn) radial functions for p = 2«/(« + 1).
The proof is quite simple. Following Herz, note first that if / is a radial function on R",/is also radial, and Jo \rR\(n 2>'2 Therefore #W -7^71/0°° r"/2Kr)f0 J(n-2)/2{2-nsR )Jin_2)/2(2trrR )R dR dr.
Denote the inner integral by K(s, r). From Watson [3, p. 46], we see
Employing these in an integration by parts in the expression for K, we see 2ttK(s, r) = -Jin_2V2(2-ns)Jn/2(2mr) + 2tr-Ç Jn/2(2-nsR )Jn/2(2-TTrR )R dR. Thus T) is weakly bounded at 2n/(n + 1), with respect to the measure dp = r"~idr, and to prove the result it suffices to show T0 is not. But for the given/, the asymptotics for the Bessel functions show that for s > 2ß, \Jn/l(2™)\ fß, 
